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• Distinguished Guests, Airmen and Military, Industry and Media Representatives, 
Ladies and Gentlemen good morning!   •  

As Chief of Defence of the hosting Nation I am pleased to welcome you and to 
thank you for attending the seminar which offers a significant opportunity for a 
genuine confrontation of views and ideas in the complex scenario of 
“airpower”.   • Before starting, I would like to praise all those involved in organizing 
this special event, in this very crucial path we are undertaking to shape our future 
Military Capabilities  - A particular thank to General De Vincenti, and General 
Sciandra – President of the Centre for Aerospace Military Studies “Giulio Douhet” 
(Nomen Numen!).I also appreciate the involvement of the NATO Joint Air Power 
Competence Centre as well as many important manufacturing companies in the air 
and space domain.   •  

Now, Let me “break the ice” with some “provocations” to animate the following 
discussions!.   •  

First of all we have to recognise that militarily speaking Space is and will always be 
a Joint domain due to its inherent usability.   • In fact the capabilities we can deliver 
today and tomorrow from space are absolutely fundamental and high priority 
needs for land, air and maritime domains.   • In a broader concept, encompassing 
also civilian needs, we can say that space is the main arena for interdisciplinary or 
dual-use tools.   •  

The most valuable and precious of those capabilities pertains to communication 
flows and data links, persistently insufficient in this era of more and more 
demanding drones and network centric needs to fulfil our requirements of 
information and decision superiority.   • And since Space is  also the natural 
extension of Air, we must handle also this domain with a joint approach even if, of 
course, the Air Forces are the main users and rulers.   •  

In fact the concept of Air includes  a number of different “components” with 
peculiar and sometimes very different characteristics, objectives, missions and 
logistics.   • For the same reasons  land and maritime are inclusive domains since 
jointness is mandatory whether considering “high” or “low” 
intensity  confrontations.   •  

On the other hand, I would like to clear the floor from misleading 
interpretations!   • The push toward jointness should not lead to “homologation”, 



rather it must enhance “peculiarities” within a systemic and synergetic approach.   
In short I consider jointness in terms of  “harmonization” and “confidence” through 
a clear and lean chain of command and responsibility rather than “uniformity”!   •  

This warning stems from the negative experiences of some Countries that 
stretching the join concept to its limits ended up with annihilation of some crucial 
capabilities (the carriers, for instance).   • The reason is that each air component, 
even using the same machines, must respond to different needs, scopes and 
behaviours, inherent to the specific Service they belong (maximum flexibility and 
integration for the Army, very limited space and tooth-to-tail for the Navy, strategic 
and long-arm enabling for the Airforce).   •  

From this standpoint today we can think of revisiting Douhet’s airpower theory in a 
modern “joint, combined and comprehensive” perspective.   • Don’t get me wrong! 
Airpower undoubtedly plays a pivotal role among components of the overall 
military system and it still remains a strategic enabler.   • However  thinking of 
airpower as a “stand-alone tool” or a “final solution” is neither suitable nor 
sufficient to cope with the present and future challenges, in low, medium or high 
intensity scenarios.   • In a broader vision, we have already understood that even the 
most advanced Armed Forces alone are insufficient to  “settle the crises” and 
comprehensiveness is a must.   •  

The analysis of the current geo-strategic scenarios shows a number of elements of 
instability nourished by regional conflicts and tensions and potential threats to the 
freedom of trades, pillars of our welfare.   • Ukraine, Syria, Lybia, Egypt, Central 
Africa, “MeNa” region, Pacific and Indian Ocean, Arabic Gulf, Gulf of Guinea, 
Central and South America…all regions directly connected to our common 
interests (a natural consequence of the global economy).   •  

Those existing or potential crises represent a serious threat to our interests as they 
can severely impact trades and moreover on our energy supplies   • Their 
developments and the sudden rise of new crises are  largely unpredictable but, in 
the worst case, we’ll have to face asymmetrical as well as more traditional 
confrontations or even both.   • This very fluid scenario fosters a modern revival of 
the old-fashioned but always fascinating “Great Game” : a complex “chessboard” 
where the spotlight  has moved towards a new type of military deterrence, based 
on sophisticated assets   available in credible amounts and sustained by a 
determined political will alongside a sharp diplomacy.   •   

And since military deterrence is largely based on the many different ways to deliver 
airpower effects (the Syrian crisis is a perfect case-study) we must find a coherent 
sharing of costs and responsibilities among all the Allies.   • We are all moving along 
the path of a complex revision of our national Defence Systems to achieve a more 
flexible, time-sensitive and fully interoperable instrument.   • Europe as a whole  can 
count on a limited  number of “highly qualified” assets as opposed to a redundant 
logistics system.   

This shortfall of  “strategic enablers” hampers our operational self-sufficiency.   • We 



are speaking of extremely demanding tools in terms of costs and technology, such 
as, for instance, Air to Air Refuelling, Strategic Airlift, ISTAR, Special Forces, 
Digitalized Land Units and not to mention the very poor availability of strategic 
assets like Aircraft Carriers, amphibious forces, drones, “wide-bodies”, satellites, 
etc.).   • I am referring in particular to those capabilities that could ensure wider 
operational autonomy. Operations over Libya showed how deeply we all depend 
on the support of US enablers and  now our transatlantic allies call for a more 
responsible share of the burden for the global stability and mainly for our region 
and surroundings.     •  

During the upcoming six-month period of Italian EU Presidency, we will strongly 
foster those continental organizations in charge of ensuring cooperation in Europe, 
focusing on those tangible projects promoted by EDA.   •  This not only in terms of 
“costs cutting” measures, but also “harvesting” any  experience and military 
capability already exploited by the single partners in their international engagement 
and cooperation.   •  

In this mind-set  I am looking forward to the outcomes of this two-day debate as a 
valuable opportunity to gather new and valuable insights and cohesion among all 
Armed Forces, in order to allow us to be properly prepared to face the demanding 
challenges ahead of us. 


